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Al~traet--Relations have been traced between multidimensional irreducible r presentations (IR) of the 
Fedorov groups and the groups of color symmetry using as an example the phase transitions incrystals. 
Unlike the case of the one-dimensional real IR's, for which the Indenbom-Niggli theorem is valid, for 
the multidimensional IR's a one-to-one r lationship between them and the color symmetry groups is 
disturbed. Namely, each multidimensional IR of the Fedorov group is associated not with one, but rather 
with a whole set of the color symmetry groups, and, conversely, each group of the color symmetry is 
associated not with one IR but with a certain set of these. Complete correspondence between the color 
symmetry groups and the IR's of the Fedorov group can be established on the basis of an analysis of 
the complete condensate of order parameters. It has been shown that on the set of different domains of 
a low-symmetry phase (macroscopic level), there are acting certain P-symmetry groups, when, however, 
the structure of one domain of such a phase (microscopic level) is described, the Wp-symmetry groups 
have to be used. (The distinguishing feature of the Wp-symmetry, as compared tothe/'-symmetry, is this: 
each element of the classical group is assigned not one color permutation, but different permutations, 
depending on which point of the space is subjected tothe action of this element.) It has also been shown 
that to the Wp-symmetry groups describing the structure of one domain, there corresponds, generally 
speaking, nonrectangular Young diagrams. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A relation between the classical symmetry groups and the groups of the generalized (color) 
symmetry was first pointed out in Refs [1, 2], where it was established that to each one-dimensional 
real representation f a Fedorov group there corresponds a group of the Shubnikov (black-white) 
symmetry. In the literature, this assertion is often referred to as the Indenbom-Niggli theorem. In 
this connection a natural question arises as to how to generalize this theorem to cover the case 
of multidimensional irreducible representation (IR) of the Fedorov groups. A number of works 
[3-5] dealing with this problem, which hereafter we shall call the Indenbom-Niggli problem, did 
not, in our opinion, reveal some of the most essential relationships that exist between the groups 
of color symmetry and the representations of the classical groups. Actually, the Indenbom-Niggli 
problem was solved in Ref. [6], where the object of investigation were phase transitions in crystals. 
The present work attempts to give a more complete and at the same time a simpler account of 
the results obtained in Ref. [6]. Some fresh data pertaining to this problem are also presented 
herein. 
2. THE GROUPS OF COLOR SYMMETRY 
The conception of color symmetry came into being as a generalization of the notion of 
geometrical symmetry. Every point of a geometrical figure is assigned nongeometrical properties, 
namely colors (or sets of colors), and the problem is posed to study the symmetry groups of such 
colored objects. Depending on the specific physical problem, the abstract notion of color may be 
interpreted in various ways. When, for example, collincar magnetic structures are described with 
the aid of the Shubnikov black-white groups, two possible colors represent orientation of the 
magnetic moments of atoms along or against he given direction in a crystal. 
Various types of color symmetry have been introduced (P, Q, wp, Wq) depending on the 
definition of the composition law for the elements of the corresponding groups as well as on the 
action of these elements on the points of colored objects [7-9]. To-date most developed is the theory 
of P-symmetry [7, 9]. The P-symmetry groups are subgroups of the direct product of some groups 
of color permutations P and the classical symmetry groups G(GPc_ P ®G). Each element 
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(P~; g~)~ GP is a combined transformation: g~EG operates in the three-dimensional Euclidean 
space R s, while p~ 6 P operates in the space of different colors. The composition law for the elements 
of the group G p has the following form: 
(P~; g,)'(Pj;  gy) = (P,P2; gigy), P,, Pj ~ P, g~, g2 ~ G. (1) 
It is typical of the P-symmetry groups that each element g; E G is assigned the color permutation 
p~ 6 P regardless of upon which points of geometrical space g~ will act. This property of globality 
of the color permutation p~ corresponding to the given geometrical transformation g~ with respect 
to the entire geometrical space does not cover the symmetry groups of the W(Wp, Wq) type: in 
this case, geometrical space is split into subspaces in regard to the operation of the elements of 
the GW-group. The color permutation p~.2 is determined not only by the element g~, to which it 
corresponds, but also by the point r2 of geometrical space on which this element acts. Note that 
hereafter eferring to groups of the W-symmetry we always mean the Wp-symmetry. The 
well-known van der Waerden-Burckhardt method is general and convenient procedure for deriving 
the P-symmetry groups. Its essence is as follows. 
Let us write the Fedorov group G as a left coset decomposition with respect to its subgroup Go: 
s S 
G =U, g:ao =j_U, (2) 
By acting from the left with the element g ~ G upon any left coset K: = g/Go we transform it as 
a whole into a certain other coset from decomposition (2). Indeed, let the product gg~ equal a certain 
element g: belonging to the coset K~. The element g: can differ from the representative g~ of this 
coset in expression (2) only in an additional multiplier h ~ Go: gg: =g:  = g~h. Multiplying this 
equality from the right by Go, we get gg:Go = g~hGo = gjGo, i.e. gK: --- K,.. Thus, under the action 
of the element g ~ G, there occurs a certain permutation of the elements of the ordered set 
K = {f~li = I ..... s} of the left cosets from decomposition (2) 
gK = g { /c , , / c2  . . . . .  /c ,} = {/c,,, 2 . . . . .  K,, }. (3) 
Assign to each element g~ e G a permutation of the numbers of the cosets 
(12" ' "  9 
g i~P i  = i! i2 . . .  i, " (4) 
Numbers of the cosets may be interpreted as the numbers of abstract colors. Then the set of all 
different p~ constitutes a finite group of the color permutations P, and relationship (4) describes 
homomorphous correspondence (since to different elements of G there may correspond identical 
permutations Pi) G ~ P between the groups G and P. This homomorphism G --, P determines the 
color group G p with the elements (p~; gi), where p~6 P and g~6 G. Clearly, the group so defined 
is a P-symmetry group, it is, in particular, evident hat the permutation of colors connected with 
the symmetry element g~ does not depend on the points of the space upon which this element acts. 
Thus, the problem of construction of color symmetry groups is closely linked with the problem 
of finding subgroups of the Fedorov groups: using the van der Waerden-Burckhardt algorithm, 
one may associate with every subgroup Go of G a certain group of P-symmetry. On the other hand, 
there is in the physics of solid state a well-known problem of second-order phase transitions in 
crystals which is directly related to the finding of subgroups of the Fedorov groups. By examining 
this problem, we should be able to find out the connection between the color symmetry groups 
and the multidimensional IR's of Fedorov groups. 
3. PHASE TRANSIT IONS AND COMPLETE CONDENSATE OF THE 
STAT IONARY VECTORS 
Consider a continuous phase transition (second-order t ansition) from the original high- 
symmetry phase with the Fedorov group G to the low-symmetry phase with the Fedorov group 
Go(Go c G). For simplicity, they will be called G-phase and Go-phase, respectively. In the Landau 
theory [11], a crystal is described by a density function p (r), r E R 3 which can have different physical 
sense. It may, for example, be the time-averaged density of an electric charge. Let the Go-phase 
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be associated with the function PD (r). It can be expanded in the complete set of all basis functions 
belonging to all IR of the G-group 
N nj 
pD(r) = ~ ~ e~o~(r). (5) 
j= l  i=l 
Here the indexj numbers various IR of G-group and the index i numbers the basis functions ¢p{(r) 
of the jth IR with the dimensionality nj. The form of the basis functions depends on the physical 
formulation of the problem [12], but in terms of the symmetry problems considered below their 
explicit form is of no importance. It is to be noted that equation (5) has a group-theoretical 
character and does not depend on any physical assumptions ( ee, e.g. Ref. [13]). 
Rewrite equation (5) in a form more convenient for further analysis 
N N 
po(r) = ~ (c J, ~J(r))= ~ pJ~(r). (6) 
j=]  j=l  
Here c j = (c{ . . . .  , c~,) is the vector whose components are the coefficients of the expansion of pn(r) 
by the basis function~ of the j th IR, and ~J(r) = [~o{ (r) . . . .  , ¢p~ (r)] is the vector whose components 
• , . . . Y  . . 
are these basis functions, pS(r)= [c ~, ~J(r)] Is the formal (since the vectors c j and ~J belong to 
different spaces) product of the two above-mentioned vectors. The function p~(r) is the partial 
contribution to the general density function pD(r) made by the jth IR. The decomposition of the 
po(r) function into the partial contributions from individual IR's of the G-group is convenient in 
the sense that under the action of the operators g corresponding to symmetry elements g ~ G the 
basis functions of each IR can be transformed only through each other. The symmetry 
independence of the sets of basis functions of different IR's allows in principle the physical effects 
associated with these different IR's to be separated [25]. For example, the phonons are classified 
by the IR's of the symmetry group of a crystal, they are in harmonic approximation i dependent 
quasi-particles. 
The vectors ¢J play the role of multicomponent order parameters in the theory of phase 
transitions. They can be obtained independently of the basis functions ~p{(r). Let us consider this 
question in more detail. The elements g of the group G act on points r of the three-dimensional 
Euclidean space R 3. Under the action of the symmetry element g ~ G upon the argument r ~ R s 
of an arbitrary function f(r), the form of this function changes, which is equivalent to an action 
upon it of some operator g. Define this operator by means of the usual rule [13]: gf(r) =f(g -10 .  
A set of the operators g corresponding to all elements g E G constitutes the ¢; group of operators 
g isomorphous with G. By the definition of a representation, when any operator ge G acts on basis 
functions of a given IR Fj, these functions transform through each other 
g~J = 0J(g)~ j, g ~ G, (7) 
where the matrix uJ(g) is a matrix transposed with regard to the matrix uJ(g) of the IR Fj 
corresponding to the element g (for the explanation of the transposition operation in this formula 
see, e.g. Ref. [13]). 
The symmetry group Gn of a low-symmetry phase may be obtained as a complete set of the 
elements g ~ G, with respect to which the function Pn (r) is invariant: gPo (r) = Pn (r), g ~ Go which, 
in a symbolic form, can be written as follows: 
Gopn(r) = pn(r). (8) 
Substituting equation (6) into equation (8) and taking into account the definition of the 
representation (7) (for details ee Ref. [14]), one may readily obtain the following relationship basic 
for the geometrical theory of phase transitions: 
UJ (g)c  j .= c j, g ~ Go (9) 
Thus, all the matrices of the IR of the G-group which correspond to the elements of its subgroup 
(such a set of matrices is called a restriction of the IR Fj to subgroup Go, it is denoted by the symbol 
FjJ, Go) do not change the vector c j. In other words, c j is a stationary vector (i.e. an eigenvector 
with the unity eigenvalue) for all matrices of the restriction Fj ~ Gn. Using the notation introduced, 
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the stationary equation (9) can be rewritten in the following form: 
(FyJ, Go)C j = e j. (10)  
When the group Go is known, the relationship (10) may be viewed as a system of equations for 
obtaining the stationary vector c j. (It is, obviously, sufficient to solve this system only for matrices 
of the generators of the Go-group.) The solution of system (10) for different js  may create a 
situation when the stationary vectors of some IR's will be zero so that these IR's will not make 
a contribution to equation (6) for the density function po(r) of a low-symmetry phase. The 
stationary vector e j being a general solution to the system of equations (10) depends, in fact, on 
several arbitrary constants which hereafter we shall denote by the small etters of the Latin alphabet 
(a, b, c...). 
The set of nonzero stationary vectors obtained in this manner will be called complete condensate 
of the stationary vectors (order parameters) for the given Go-phase. The notion of complete 
condensate as well as the above-described algorithm for its finding were suggested in Ref. [14]. 
4. EXAMPLES OF CONSTRUCTION OF THE COMPLETE CONDENSATE OF 
STATIONARY VECTORS 
We now explain the method of constructing a complete condensate using as an example the 
subgroups of the point group Oh. Note, however, that the method discussed in the present work 
may be applied to any space groups and the choice of the point groups as an example has been 
dictated by purely methodological reasons. The point group G = Oh has l0 IR's listed in Table 1. 
In it for every IR are given matrices corresponding to the generators of Oh (for convenience of 
finding matrices of all other elements of this group a certain redundant system of generators has 
been chosen). Consider a complete condensate for a certain subgroup Go. It is important that this 
condensate depends on how the subgroup is oriented with respect o the group G. For example, 
two ways of the orientation of the subgroup Go = C2h with respect o G = Oh are possible: for one 
of them (C2h), the axis of second-order is the coordinate axis 2x, 2y or 2z, while for the other (C~) 
it is the diagonal axis 2gy etc. Let us consider the latter variant in more detail. The generators of 
the subgroup Go = C~h are the axis of the second-order 2gy and the inversion I. To obtain the 
stationary vectors c j contributing to the complete condensate, it would be sufficient o solve for 
each of the l0 IR's of the Oh-group the stationarity equations (9) 
U'(2gy )c / = c j '~ .  
UJ(f) c/= c j / J  = l, 2 , . . . ,  10. (11) 
The dimensionality of the stationary vector coincides, apparently, with the dimensionality of the 
IR. It is, therefore, for a one-dimensional IRa  scalar quantity c = (a). From Table l we can find 
the matrix of the generators of the first IR ( j  = 1): Vt(2.~y) = UI(I) = 1 after which we obtain from 
equation (11) 1 -a = a; l .a = a. This means that e t = (a), where a can have an arbitrary value. For 
Table 1. Irreducible representations of the point group O h 
rj 2x 2y 3 2~y 1 
1,2 1 I I I +1 
3 ,4  I I l -1  +1 
(i 0 !)(i0 !) (i0i) (i1!) (i0!) 7,8  -1  1 0 0 -+ I 
0 - 0 - 1 0 0 
(i 0 i/(i ° i / ( !°! / ( !  it (i°i/ 9, 10 --1 1 0 -- 0 + I 0 -- 0 -- 1 0 -- 0 
Note. For IR's with odd nmnbers the matrix of the element ]" (inversion operation) is to be taken 
with the "plus" sign and for even numbers with the "minus" sign. In matrices of  two-dimensional 
IR's, the notation • = exp(2~U3) is used, where i is imaginary unity. 
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the second IR U2(25y)= 1; US(I)= -1 .  Then from equation (11) we have for j = 2:1 .a = a; 
( -  1)a = a wherefrom a = 0 and, consequently, c: = 0. Analogously, the stationary vectors for the 
third and fourth IR equal zero. Consider now the case of j = 5. It corresponds to the 
two-dimensional IR, the most general form of its stationary vector is 
(;) 
where a and b are two, for the time being arbitrary, components of this vector to be determined 
from equation (11). Since in this case 
we obtain the following system of equations: 
(~ lo ) ( : )=(b) ;  (10 O1)(b)=(b )" 
The first equation leads to the condition a = b, while the latter imposes no additional restrictions. 
Hence, 
where a is the arbitrary constant. For j -- 6 the second equation of equation (11) has the form 
0 a a (10 
which immediately yields c 6 --- 0. As for j = 7, its stationary vector can be determined only from 
the equation (11) written for the generator 2,~y [since U7(I) is simply the unity matrix]: 
( i  1 ) ( )00  ab = (bc)a 0
0 1 c 
From this we have 
and, consequently, 
Ill (!) 
This vector depends on two arbitrary constants a and c, thus determining a two-dimensional 
subspace in the space of the order parameter. Carrying on this process, we arrive at 
e 8 ~ C 9 = 0 ;  C I0  = - -  . 
Thus, the complete condensate of stationary vectors for Go = C'2h consists of the following four 
stationary vectors (which henceforth we shall write not in the form of columns, but in a line): 
e t=(a); e 5=(a,a); c 7=(a,a,c);  c l °=(a, -a ,O) .  
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Considering that the arbitrary constants, upon which components ofthe stationary vectors depend, 
are, for different IR's, independent of each other, we shall designate them by different letters and 
write down the final expression for the density function in the form 
pD(r) = [arp I] + [bcp~ + brp~] + [crp~ + crp 7 + drp]] + [erp I° - ecp~ ° + 0.¢p~ °] (12) 
This relationship may be rewritten as follows: 
Po p~+ 5 7 10 (13) = Po+PD+PD,  
where each of the functions p~ (j = 1, 5, 7, 10) makes a contribution to the density function of the 
GD-phase from one IR of the G-group. (The argument r of the functions Po, PA will frequently 
be dropped for brevity.) 
It is to be noted that from equation (12) it does not follow that the function Po depends on five 
arbitrary constants (a, b, c, d, e). The fact is that each of the IR's of the G-group may enter into 
equation (12) several times, depending on the specific physical problem (see Refs [12, 14]). For each 
such entry, the stationary vectors have an identical form, but the arbitrary constants on which they 
depend are independent and, accordingly, the number of the parameters, on which pD depends, 
may significantly exceed five. 
The following criterion may be used to prove the completeness of the condensate of stationary 
vectors of the Go-phase. The sum of the products obtained by multiplying the number of arbitrary 
parameters, on which a stationary vector depends, by the total amount of its components over all 
the IR's of the G-group equals the index of the subgroup Go in the G-group (i.e. the number of 
different domains of a given low-symmetry phase). In the example under consideration, the 
subgroup G. = C~ consists of four elements thus having the index 12 with respect to the Oh-group 
which comprises 48 elements. It is easy to see that the criterion confirms completeness of the 
obtained condensate of the stationary vectors: 1.1 + 1.2 + 2.3 + 1.3 = 12. 
By an analysis analogous to that carried out for the case Go = C~h, one readily obtains the 
complete condensate for all the 33 subgroups Go of the point group Oh (when selecting these 
subgroups, one has to take into account all its nonequivalent orientation with respect to the axis 
of the group G = Oh). Results of this analysis are given in Table 2. The first four columns of the 
table contain: (1) the number of Go; (2) the Sch6nflies ymbol of this subgroup; (3) its generators 
and (4) the index of the Go-subgroup with respect o the group G = Oh. In the ten following 
columns there are listed for each Go the nonzero stationary vectors for each of the ten IR's Fj that 
determine the contribution to the p.-function from these representations.t 
5. SUBGROUPS OF THE G-GROUP AND THE IRREDUCIBLE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF G 
In view of a close relationship between subgroups Go of the G-group and the color symmetry 
groups corresponding to it, it would be natural, before discussing the Indenbom-Niggli problem, 
to consider the relationship between the subgroups Go and the IR's Fj of the G-group in terms 
of the theory of phase transitions. Such a study can be based on the tables of complete condensate 
of the stationary vectors imilar to the Table 2.:~ From this table it is evident hat when studying 
the structure of the low-symmetry phase [which is described by the function po(r)], the subgroup 
Go has to be associated not with one but with a whole set of the IR's Fj of the G-group. This set 
must contain all those Fj that yield nonzero stationary vectors in the expansion (6) of pD(r) by the 
basis functions of the IR's. On the other hand, in most works on the theory of phase transitions 
dealing with symmetry-related problems (see, for example, Refs [19-22]) each IR of the G-group 
is associated, in accordance with the Landau conception of one irreducible representation, with a 
certain set of the Go-subgroups. Let us examine this question more thoroughly. 
In the theory of phase transitions of the displacement type, the loss of stability of the crystalline 
lattice is, according to the concept of a soft mode, associated with condensation f a certain ormal 
tTable 1 from Re£ [15] contains similar results, however, inaccordance with the method based on the Birman criterion 
[16], it presents only "subduction numbers", i.e. the number of the entries of the identity representation of G into the 
restriction Fj~ Go. These values are equal to the numbers of independent parameters of the stationary vectors, but not 
the explicit form of these, which is needed when studying the structure oflow-symmetry phases [17]. 
:[:The tables of complete condensate forthe space group O~, were obtained inRef. [14], those for O~ in Ref. [18]. 
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Stationary vectors corresponding to the IR F s 
No. G~ Generators 1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 O h ~, 4z 1 _a 
2 O 3 ,4z  2 a q 
3 T~ ] ,2z  2 a .a 
4 Ta 3,~lz 2 a q 
5 T 3 ,2x  4 a a- ¢ 
6 D~ 4z, 2x, T 3 a a, _a 
7 D 4 4z, 2x 6 a a a ,a  a,_a 
8 D2d ~lz, 2x 6 a a a, a a, a_- 
9 C4h 4z, T 6 a a,a 
10 C,,,. 4z, mY~y 6 a a,a 
11 S 4 2[z 12 a a a,a q,(i 
12 C 4 4z 12 a a a,a a-,q 
13 D'2a 2~z, 2.2y 6 a a,a 
14 D~ 2z, 2x, T 6 a a _a, _B 
15 D~, 2z, 25y, T 6 a a,a 
16 D 2 2z, 2x 12 a a a a a ,B  q,B_ 
17 D~ 2z, 25y 12 a a a,a ~,a- 
18 C2,. 2z, mx 12 a a ~, 
19 C'z,, 2gy, mz 12 a a,a 
20 C'~,. 2z, m.~y 12 a a a,a a-,~ 
21 C2~ 2z, T 12 a a a-,¢ 
22 C~ 25y, I" 12 a a,a 
23 C 2 2z 24 a a a a a ,B  a-,~8 
24 C~ 2~y 24 a a a ,a  a ,a  
25 C~ mz 24 a a a, B 
26 C'., mgy 24 a a a ,a  a ,d  
27 C3 3 16 a a a a 
28 D~ 3 ,2gy  8 a a 
29 C3,. 3, m.~y 8 a a 
30 D3a ~, 2gy 4 a 
31 C3i ~ 8 a a 
32 C~ T 24 a a a, B 
33 C~ I 48 a a a a a ,B  a ,B  
Q,O,a 
~,Q,a- O_,Q,a- 
O_,Q,q 
Q, O, a 
i ,  Q, 0- 
Q,O_,a- O_,Q,~ 
0,0, a 
0,0, a a.,a-,O_ 
O_,O,a- 
O_,Q,.- Q,o_,a- 
~,~,# _i,#,Q 
0,0, a 0,0, a O_,Q,a- 
a ,a ,B  a_,a,B_ a,d.O 
0,0, a __a, __B, O_ 0,0, a 
a,a ,B  a, ft, O a,d, 0 
a ,a ,a  a-,~,a- a-,a-,a- 
a, a,  a a,  a, Q_ 
a, a, a 
a, a ,  ci ~, a,  ~ 
a-,#,e a-,¢,c 
a ,B ,c  a ,B ,c  a ,B ,c  
0_, _0, _a 
O_,Q,a- 
Q,Q,~ 
a-,_a,0 
O_,Q,a- 
Q,Q,a- 
a, ¢i, 0 
a, g9  
i ,  a~ B 
a-,a-,q 
a, if, a 
q, _.B,c 
Note. Negativity of the component of a stationary vector is designated by a line over it. Stationary vectors of the 
critical representation for each of the Go-phases are underlined. A single line denotes the case when critical is 
only one IR, the double line---when each of the two IR's separately or both at once may prove to be critical. 
The double wavy line denotes the reducible critical representation i dicating those IR's, each pair of which (or 
all three at once) may prove to be critical. 
mode of the crystal. Since normal modes are classified by the IR's of the G-group, one may Speak 
about representation F s which "induces" the transition. In the Landau theory of second order phase 
transitions, an analogous assertion (the concept of one IR) is deduced on the basis of the 
thermodynamical reasons [11]. It should be noted that there are, although rare, cases (see, for 
example, Refs [23, 24]) where a phase transition is induced not by one, but by several IR's 
simultaneously, i.e. by a certain reducible representation of the group G. An irreducible or reducible 
representation inducing a phase transition will hereafter be called critical. Selection of such a 
representation "responsible" (the term used in Ref. [24]) for the loss of stability of the crystalline 
lattice is, in fact, a physical problem. But in a certain sense it is also a symmetry-related problem, 
since the critical IR must fully determine the symmetry of the Go-phases induced by it. Let us 
analyze this question on the basis of the complete condensate of stationary vectors for low- 
symmetry phases. 
According to equation (6), the density function Po may be represented as a sum of the partial 
contributions p ~ from individual IR's of the G-group. The own symmetry S~ of each of these 
contributions may be higher than the symmetry Go of the low-symmetry phase under consideration. 
Indeed, for each of the p/~, in view of the technique of its obtaining, the following equality must 
hold Gop~ = p~ hence Go --- S~. However, there can also exist the elements g e G not contained 
in Go whose operators g keep p ~ invariant. These elements must be also included in St. Similarly 
to the elements g e Go, there exists the correspondence between them and the matrices US(g) that 
retain the stationary vector e s generating p ~. Thus, selecting all the matrices of the IR Fj, with 
respect o which e j is invariant, one may obtain for each p~ a group of its own symmetry St --- G.t 
t l f  the examinat ion is extended to the symmetry elements belonging to supergroups of  the G-group (e.g. to the supergroup 
O (3) compris ing the point group Oh under study), then the own symmetry o fp~ maybe even higher. For further analysis, 
it is, however,  sufficient to consider only those S t that  are subgroups of  G. 
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Table 3. Own symmetry of stationary vectors of IR's of the group O~ 
rj ~j s/~ rj ,J sit 
I a O;, 8 (a, a, a) D 3 
2 a 0 (a,a,O)3(a,~,O) C'~ 
3 a Th (0,0, a) O~ 
4 a T d (a, a, B) C~ 
5 (a, a) D4,,, (a, B, 0) C~ 
(a, B) D2~ (a, B, c) C~ 
6 (a, a) D4 9 (a, a, a) C3i 
(a, a) O~ (a, & 0) C~ 
(a, B) 02 (0, 0, a) C~ 
(a, B,c) C~ 
7 (a, a, a) D3a 10 (a, a, a) C3,, 
(0, 0, a) -~ (a, 0, 0) O~, (a, a, 0) C~ 
(a, a, S) C~ (0, 0, a) G,, 
(a, S, c) C~ (a, B, 0) C, 
(a, a, B) C~ 
(a, B, c) C~ 
Note. Negativity of the component of a stationary vector is designated by a line 
over it. Different domains of the same Go-phase correspond to equivalent 
stationary vectors (equivalence is designated by ---). In the case of the point 
groups of symmetry, there arc "'rotational" domains only, which differ in the 
orientation of the symmetry elements with respect o the system of axes of 
the Oh-group. In the case of the space group, there are also translational 
domains. 
Such an analysis yields, for example, for p/~ from equation (13): S~ = Oh; S~ = D4,  , STD = C~h; 
S~ °= C~h, the groups C~h corresponding to two last IR's being identical. In virtue of the Curie 
principle, the symmetry of p,  from equation (13) is determined as an intersection of the groups 
St ( j  = 1, 5, 7, 10)t and equals C~h (as was to be expected from the initial assumption that we 
are seeking Po for Go = C~h). In the case under consideration simultaneously two IR's, F 7 and Fj0, 
make a contribution to Po possessing this minimal symmetry. The groups of the own symmetry 
St for all the stationary vectors e j from Table 2 are given in Table 3. As has been already noted, 
the critical representation has to determine fully the symmetry of the low-symmetry phases 
emerging in a phase transition. In view of this, inspecting each row of Table 2 and taking into 
account he own symmetry groups St of the stationary vectors e j one may single out those IR's 
which separately or all together form a critical representation (in the latter case, the critical 
representation either can be or must be reducible). The critical representation for the phase 
transition G ~ Go can contain only those IR's which correspond to the minimal set of p~ whose 
sum possesses precisely the symmetry Go. For the above-examined transition Oh--* C~h such IR's 
are  F 7 and F~0. From the side of the theory of symmetry, it is impossible to determine whether 
F 7 o r  Fi0 or probably their direct sum is the critical representation--this question can be resolved 
only by methods of physics. But the symmetry analysis can for each of the possible Go-group oint 
out a certain (generally, rather limited) set of the IR's which can enter into the critical 
representation. 
Inspection of Tables 2 and 3 shows that most frequently only one of the complete set of IR's 
of the G-group is critical. This occurs for 21 out of 33 subgroups of the G-group. In five cases, 
two different IR's (separately or simultaneously) may act as a critical representation, i.e. the critical 
representation can prove to be either an irreducible or a reducible representation. Our example of 
Go = C~h is just such a case. (Note that for the space groups this situation occurs much more 
frequently.) In nine cases, the critical representation must necessarily be reducible: in order to 
obtain the subgroup Go, one has to take into account he contributions in Po from at least two 
different IR's. Sometimes this pair can be determined uniquely, sometimes not. For example, for 
Go = T the role of a critical representation can be assumed by any pair of the three IR's/'2, F3, 
/'4 or by all three representations simultaneously. As was noted earlier, in this cases the reasoning 
based purely on the theory of symmetry does not permit the critical representation to be singled 
out. It should be, however, noted that when the type (displacement, ordering etc.), of a phase 
transition is known this may often substantially reduce the degree of this ambiguity [14]. 
?According to the generalized Cur ie -Shubnikov principle [29] in the case of equality of S/~ the intersection f~S/~ must  be 
multiplied by some symmetrcizer G~ym and the symmetry  of  Po will be Sp~, = NjS/~, Gsy m . 
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An analysis carried out for the G = Oh group has shown that the concept of one representation 
has, probably, not only thermodynamical, but a certain geometrical basis as well: the predominant 
number of possible symmetry lowerings is associated with just one IR of the Oh-group. Using single 
IR, we cannot derive only these subgroups: T, C4, $4, C3, C2, C2~, C~, D2, C~ (in Sch6nflies notation). 
Let it be emphasized once more that a critical representation fully determines the symmetry of 
the Go-phases induced by it, but the structure of these (described by the density function Po) is 
determined also by contributions from other, noncritical IR's. Near the phase transition point, 
contributions from noncritical IR's have a higher order of smallness in comparison with the 
contribution from the critical representation [14, 25]. But as the temperature is changed away from 
the transition point, their role rapidly grows and they can now make a considerable contribution 
to the structure of a low-symmetry phase, 
In most works (Refs [19-21, 26] etc.) devoted to the group-theoretical analysis of the possible 
lowering of symmetry under the phase transitions based on the concept of one IR, all IR's of the 
G-group satisfying the "soft" Lifshitz condition [11] are considered separately and for each of these 
IR's there have been tabulated all the Go-subgroups of the dissymmetry phases induced by it. In 
other words, all Go are determined, for which a given IR is critical. Usually two methods are 
employed for this determination: one of these is based on the Birman criterion [16], while the other 
involves an examination of all stationarity vectors associated with the given IR [22, 26, 27]. In the 
former method, all the possible mbeddings Go in G are examined to find out whether a given IR 
is critical for each of the possible Go-phases. More straightforward is the method of stationary 
vectors. It permits to enumerate all stationary vectors associated with the given IR, after which 
one may select sets of matrices keeping each of these vectors invariant, and, consequently, it also 
allows one to select he sets of elements of G that constitute the Go-groups. This procedure has 
the clear geometrical sense. Indeed, the matrices of the IR act on the components of the order 
parameter c = (C l ,  • • •, cn) and the stationary condition (9) means that the n-dimensional space of 
the order parameter splits into the subspaces of lower dimensionality invariant only with respect 
to a part of the matrices of the given IR. (All different matrices preserving a given stationary vector 
constitute a certain matrix group that is a subgroup of the image of this IR). For example, for 
the three-dimensional IR's of the Oh-group the vectors (a, a, a), (o, a, a) and (a, o, o) determine the 
sets of points lying in the cube on the space diagonal, the face diagonal and the edge, respectively, 
while the vector (a, b, b) describes the plane passing through the face diagonal and the edge of the 
cube perpendicular to it. Note that the complete set of six nonequivalent [22, 26, 27] stationary 
vectors of the IR No. 10 of the Oh-group, provided that the zero stationary vector is added to them, 
determines all the point orbits of this group. In the case of the multidimensional IR's straight- 
forward geometrical interpretation of the stationary vectors is rather difficult, since it requires 
consideration of subspaces of multidimensional spaces that are invariant with respect to the point 
groups of symmetry operating in these spaces. On the other hand, the method of stationary vectors 
can be easily algorithmized [17, 27] allowing one to obtain a complete set of stationary vectors for 
high-dimensionality IR's [26, 22, 27, 17]. 
Thus, we may conclude that in terms of the phenomenological theory of phase transitions it 
would be natural that each IR should be associated with all those subgroups Go of the G-group 
for which this IR is critical. Therefore, a certain set of the Go-subgroups will correspond to the 
multidimensional IR of the G-group: the number of these subgroups equals the number N of 
nonequivalent s ationary vectors associated with the given IR. For the point groups, N is relatively 
small, not exceeding six (e.g. the IR No. 10 of the Oh-group has just this number of stationary 
vectors). As regards IR's of the space groups, this number can be considerably greater, e.g. for 
the representation of the O7-group satisfying the Lifshitz condition we have: N = 11 for 
four-dimensional, 17 and 18 for two types of the six-dimensional, and 29 for the eight-dimensional 
IR's [14, 17]. 
On the other hand, inspection ot the tables of complete condensate shows that to each Go there 
corresponds all the IR's making a contribution to the structure of the Go-phase. Hence, in the case 
of the multidimensional IR's of the G-group there is no one-to-one correspondence b tween these 
representations and its subgroups Go. In the light of the van der Waerden-Burckhardt algorithm 
(see Section 2) this means that there is no one-to-one correspondence b tween multidimensional 
IR's and the groups of color symmetry. 
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Table 4. The P-symmetry groups associated 
with the IR No. 10 of the Ok-grou p 
No. of 
c j G p colors 
a, a, a OI,/C~v/C I 8 
a, a, O Oj,/C~,/Cj 12 
O, O, a Oh/C,./C~ 6 
a, a, b Oh/C'/C I 24 
a, b, 0 OI,/C,/CI 24 
a, b, c 01,/CI/C ~ 48 
Note. For the notation of the G D subgroups of 
the O~-group see Table 2. The three-term 
symbols G/GD/H of the junior groups 
Ge*-~G includes all the necessary informa- 
tion for the constructing the international 
symbol of G p according to the van der 
Waerden-Burckhard algorithm 
~GD.f'2_.~p.o ~...~Go[o "t = ( ' ' '  gkGo'" 
. . . . . . .  ,.~ ~s#J ~. . .g, ,g,  ao .  .] 
= p,e P, {g~, . . . . .  go}t--*pi, g(i p'I 
= (Piigi> ¢ G P = gt Go + g~P21Go 
+. . .  +g ~,v )Go,_+g I Go + ... + g~G o = G. 
The P-group, transitive for the set of colors 
forms the unfaithful permutation represent- 
ation of the group G. The invariant sub- 
group H = G N Ge <~G defining by the in- 
tersection H = NgiGog7 I, g iEG preserves 
the color i. For details see the R6sum~ in the 
English edition of the book [7]. 
6. GROUPS OF THE COLOR P-SYMMETRY ASSOCIATED WITH 
MULTIDIMENSIONAL IR's 
In connection with the above statement, it should be interesting to come back to the 
Indenbom-Niggli theorem about one-to-one correspondence between one-dimensional real IR's of 
the G-group and the groups of the Shubnikov symmetry and to examine its proof in terms of the 
approach developed in the present work. 
A one-dimensional real IR of any group evidently coincides with its character and, consequently, 
consists of one-dimensional matrices equalling + 1 or - 1. The total number of such positive and 
negative matrices must be the same, since the character of any nontrivial IR must be orthogonal 
to the character of the identity representation. A one-dimensional IR has only one stationary 
vector, which is an arbitrary constant (a). Upon passing from the group G to the subgroup Go 
induced by this vector, the order of the symmetry group is lowered twice, exactly one half of the 
elements of the G-group have matrices equalling + 1 that keep this vector unchanged. Therefore, 
the index of the Go-group in the G-group is two. But from the criterion of completeness of the 
condensate of stationary vectors--see Section 4 after (13)--it follows that apart from the identity 
IR, only one more one-dimensional IR can make a contribution to the complete condensate 
corresponding to this phase. Precisely the critical one-dimensional representation just considered 
is such an IR. Thus, each nontrivial one-dimensional real IR is associated with only one Go and, 
accordingly, one group of two-color symmetry, and, conversely, a group of two-color symmetry 
(except he identity representation) is associated with only one IR. As to the multidimensional IR's, 
this one-to-one relationship is disturbed in either direction. 
With a purely methodological im, in Table 4 all G e-groups of P-symmetry are listed (notation 
solely by means of a three-membered symbol [7]) that are associated with one IR of the classical 
group G using as an example the IR No. 10 of the point group Oh. 
Application of the methods of color symmetry in the theory of phase transitions is dealt with 
in Refs [15, 28, 35]. Therein, the authors consider a set of different domains of a given 
low-symmetry phase [to be precise, the density functions gjpo(r), where gj are representatives of 
cosets in decomposition (2)], assign to each domain its own color and examine the groups of the 
P-type color symmetry operating in such a space of different domains. The connection between 
this approach and that developed in the present work was discussed in detail in Ref. [6]. We should 
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like merely to point out that the permutational representation rr~ introduced in Ref. [10, 15] is, 
in fact, a reducible representation corresponding to a set of all IR's of the G-group that make a 
contribution to the complete condensate of stationary vectors for the Go-phase/f As to the 
classification of the P-symmetry groups by chromomorphous classes [15], it is, in its essence, the 
classification of images of the corresponding reducible representations which is analogous to that 
of the images of irreducible representatives of the G-groups widely used in the representational 
approach in the theory of phase transitions (see Refs [22, 17, 12]). Since domains are, generally 
speaking, macroscopic objects, it may be said that the P-symmetry groups operate in this case on 
the macroscopic level. 
7. W-SYMMETRY GROUPS ASSOCIATED WITH MULT ID IMENSIONAL IR ' s  
Let us now consider the problem concerning the determination of the structure of a single 
domain of the low-symmetry phase. This structure may be characterized by the appearance ofsome 
spontaneous tensor property at every atom of a crystal as a result of the phase transition. In what 
follows, we restrict our examination to order-disorder type of phase transitions, for which this 
property is determined by a scalar quantity ("color"), the results, however, can be generalized to 
embrace phase transitions of any nature. 
Consider a certain orbit R = Grin obtained through acting of all elements g ~ G on the starting 
point r~. As a result of the lowering of the crystal symmetry G --* Go under the phase transition, 
some elements of G vanish and the orbit R splits into several independent sets Rt. The points of 
each of Rt are linked with one another by the elements of the Go-subgroup. With regard to Go, 
these sets are its own orbits R/, = Gor~ (j = 1 . . . . .  N), r~ ~ R and their totality is just the initial orbit 
R of the group G 
N 
R =j~=~ Rt = R~o+ R2o+"" +R~= Gorl + Gor~+"" + Gor~. (14) 
In the language of color symmetry this means that under the phase transition G ~ Go there occurs 
coloring of the R-orbit with N different colors/~j, one color #j being assigned to all points of the 
set Rt at the fixed j, R~ --- {r~, r~ . . . .  , r~, . . . .  } ~ (R/~; St) = {(#j; r~), (#j; r~) . . . . .  (#j; r~,) . . . .  }. 
Each orbit of a group is known to be characterized by its stabilizer, i.e. a group of local symmetry 
of its points (more accurately, by a set of conjugated (gSt.,~g-~lg eGo) to each other and, 
consequently, isomorphous point groups of symmetry). In consequence of the phase transition 
G ---, Go, the local symmetry S, of the points r of the R-orbit of G is lowered to the local symmetry 
S/~,~ of the points r~ e Rt of its subgroup Go. To different Rt, there corresponds, in general, 
different stabilizers S/9, where St is representative of the set {St ~1~ ~ Rt } of isomorphous St ¢k. 
Between the point groups S, St and the space groups G, Go the foilowing obvious group-subgroup 
relations exist: S c G, S/9 c Go, St ~ S. Describing the orbit R by means of a set of Rt and St 
corresponding to it, we may rewrite equation (14) as 
N N 
(R; S) =jU, (Rt; St) =U, (Gor ; S J). (15) 
Practically, the splitting of the orbit R can be performed in the following way. Take an arbitrary 
point rl ~ R and act upon it with all elements of the group Go. A set of different points thereby 
obtained constitutes the first orbit R~, while those elements of symmetry whose action on the point 
rl does not change its position enter into the stabilizer ~ m So (Sort -- r]). Cross now all the points of 
the set R~o off the orbit R and act on the first of the points r~ remaining after this operation again 
with all elements of the group Go, which will single out the second orbit R2o and its stabilizer S~, 
etc. 
All the points of each orbit Rt are linked by the symmetry elements g e Go and thus, they are 
equivalent in the low-symmetry phase. In terms of the color symmetry this means that they must 
1"To the principle "one symmetry group of one integrity matter object" there corresponds a complementary system principle 
of decomposition f whole object structure into the substructures and the single embracing reducible representation f 
the object symmetry group into the set of its irreducible and induced representations corresponding to the symmetry 
groups of the substructures and embracing structures of the object under consideration [29]. 
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have identical color and, consequently, the above-described scheme of splitting of the orbit R is, 
in fact, a procedure for its coloring. The set R w -- {~i; ri)} of the color points (~s is the color of 
the point rj)obtained as a result of such a coloring of the orbit R may be regarded as an orbit 
of a certain group G w of W:type color symmetry generated from the starting point (/~l; r,) by acting 
upon it with all symmetry elements belonging to G w. It is characteristic of the W-symmetry (we 
drop, as a rule, the subscript p in Wp) that to one and the same element here may correspond 
different color permutations depending on the point of the orbit R which is subjected to the action 
of this element. Let us now make sure that if Go is not an invafiant subgroup of G, then precisely 
the groups of the color W-symmetry are associated with the colored orbit RW [6, 8]. 
Consider first of all the coloring of the general orbit of the group G whose stabilizer consists 
of only one identity element. This coloring corresponds to the decomposition of the G-group into 
right cosets with respect o its subgroup Go (in contrast o the left cosets used in decomposition 
(2) for the construction of P-symmetry groups). Indeed, R[  = Gorl and for an arbitraryj we have 
R~ = Gor~, where r~ is the point of the orbit R from which the orbit RA of the Go-group is 
constructed. The point ~ is not linked with the point r~ by a symmetry element of Gz,, but both 
points belong to the orbit R and are therefore linked by a certain element of G: 
r~ = gjrl(gj~ G, g~¢ Go). Hence, RA = Gor~ = (Gogj)rl, i.e. the set R/D of the points arises because 
of the action upon the starting point rl of all symmetry elements of the jth fight coset Gogj in the 
following decomposition of the group G: 
N 
G = ~=1 Gogj. (16) j= 
Since one and the same color corresponds toall points of the fixed orbit R/~, one may conditionally 
say that the splitting of the G-group general orbit R corresponds to coloring with identical color 
of those elements of this group that belong to the same fight coset Gogj (in reality, it is the coloring 
of the points of G-group orbit that correspond to these elements). 
Let Go be a uninvafiant subgroup of the G-group (i.e. there exist such values of j in 
decomposition (16) for which gjGo 4= GDgj). Act with the arbitrary element go 6 G upon the points 
of the set RA. Since RA = Gz, gjrl, and the element go acts from the left on the points of the 
three-dimensional Euclidean space, we have goRA = goGog:l. However, the set of the elements 
go(GDgj) is not really any longer a coset: under the action of go ¢ G~, the elements of the given right 
coset divide into different cosets (note that in the case of invafiance of G~, one fight coset 
transforms as a whole into another coset). Let, for example, Go = D~,. The number of elements 
of this Go is 12 and, accordingly, the group G = Oh splits into four fight cosets K: = Gogj. In 
accordance with this decomposition, the general orbit of the group Oh splits into four orbits R~ 
( j  = 1, 2, 3, 4). Acting on the fixed coset K: with the element go, which is a 90 ° rotation about the 
four-fold axis, it can be readily found that 12 elements of the set g0Kj split into three sets each 
containing four elements, which belong to three other cosets from decomposition (16). Hence, some 
points of R~ that had previously the same color will under the action of the element go acquire 
different colors. Therefore, considering transformations of the R w orbit under elements of the 
G-group, we cannot assign a global color permutation po to the element go E G. The connection 
between po and go proves to be positional: the jtth color, into which the initial jth color is to 
transform, will depend not only on the element go itself but also on the point, upon which it acts. 
Thus, under the action of group G w elements, there occurs additional splitting of the points of color 
orbits with the multiplicity of this splitting different for different elements go ~ G [8, 6]. Seeing that 
this property is a distinctive feature of the W-symmetry and that most Ga are noninvariant 
subgroups of G, one may assert hat the structure of one Go-phase domain must be described in 
the general case by the group of the W-symmetry. 
It is characteristic of the G-group general orbit that the coloring of this orbit corresponding to
the phase transition G ~ Go is such that the number of points of each color is the same (equalling 
the index of the G:subgroup in G). Such W-symmetry groups were investigated in Refs [6-8, 38, 
29]. There is a correspondence b tween these and the rectangular Young diagrams. But the 
situation drastically changes when we turn to the splitting of the special orbits of the G-group. For 
Oh ~ C2h with quadrupling of the primitive cell volume (this example, under the phase transition 7 3 
transition is induced by a six-dimensional IR), the orbit R = 16 (d) of the space group 0 7 splits 
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into seven orbits of the C3-subgroup. In this manner, there arises an uncrystallographic number 
of colors 7 with different multiplicities (2, 4, 8). Such color symmetry groups correspond to 
nonrectangular Young diagrams, so far they have not practically been studied. We should like here 
to explain the appearance of this irregular coloring of the special orbit arising in consequence of
the phase transition G ~ Go.t 
Find the total number of the points (#i; rt) of the RW-orbit that have a fixed color, e.g. #,. 
Designate by the symbol I, an intersection of the stabilizer S, of the point r, in the G-group with 
the subgroup Go: 
I, = Go f3 S, (Ii c Go, 1[, ~_ S,). (17) 
Decompose the group Go into left cosets Lj = gjI1 with respect to its subgroup I, = L~. Each element 
of the Lj coset transposes the point r, into the same point rj (because gj/,r, = girl = rj). At j ~ 1 
gj ¢ I, so that rj ~ r,. Since in order to obtain all points of the same color, one has to act on r, with 
all elements of the group Go, it is obvious that the total number v~ of the points of the color #, 
equals the index of the subgroup I, in the Go-group, i.e. it simply equals the ratio between the 
numbers of elements;~ of these two groups: v, = IGol/]I~l. However, to different points of the 
R-orbit there correspond, albeit conjugated, but, generally speaking, different stabilizers St. This 
means that the intersections of these stabilizers with the group Go (I~ = Go N St) will also be 
different, i.e. in the coloring of the special orbit R, as a result of the phase transition G ~ Go, 
different colors will occur with different multiplicities vt = [Go I/[/~]. (In the ease of a general orbit 
all stabilizers St consist of only one identity element and, consequently, each color occurs the same 
number of times.) 
The W-symmetry groups corresponding to the Go = G f3 G w, c G, G w, turn out to be the 
Wittke-Gazzido groups [30, 7]. Regarding the particular ease of the point groups G, they were 
studied in a number of works (for the references ee Refs [7, 9]). In Refs [31-33] such an 
investigation was carried out in connection with an EPR study of defect distribution in crystals. 
But, to the present authors' knowledge, so far there have not been made any systematic studies 
on the splitting of orbits of the space groups (i.e. on the derivation of the space groups of 
Wittke-Gazzido). On the other hand, such studies are deserving of attention inasmuch as their 
results may be utilized in the analysis of many experimental data. 
It should be also noted that the coloring of the orbits of the G-group can be achieved not only 
via a purely crystallographic approach, as in the present work, but also by making use of equation 
(5). This requires knowledge of both the complete condensate of stationary vectors (like that shown 
in Table 2 for the group Oh) and the basic functions of all IR's of the group G constructed for 
the corresponding orbits. This method is more cumbersome, but it may furnish additional 
information on relative magnitudes of the contributions to po(r) made by individual IR's near the 
phase transition point [14, 25]. 
8. CONCLUSION 
As in Ref. [6], in the present work the Indenbom-Niggli problem was examined using as an 
example phase transitions in crystals. Summarizing the results obtained, we may state the following: 
Remark 1 
Unlike the case of one-dimensional real IR's, the relationship between the multidimensional IR's 
of the Fedorov group G and the junior color symmetry groups is in its essence not a one-to-one 
relationship. Namely, each multidimensional IR of a Fedorov group is associated not with one, 
but rather with a whole set of the color symmetry groups of the P-  and Wp-types and, conversely, 
each group of color symmetry is associated not with one IR of G but with a certain set of these. 
fThere exists two ways of combining colors of points (#i; r)) when the general orbit R~. = Gr I (Sz = 1) reduce to the special 
one, Rs~ = G r~ (S I 4= l). In the first.model the points (#,; r~) and (#i; r'l)= si(p,;rl) (s~  S 4= 1) preserve r lated colors 
m sectonal color structure ofthe points ~t . . . . .  /lj; r I) as in the case of magnetic Shubnikov groups [39]. In the second 
model the colors #, . . . . .  #~ of the fixed point r[ = r] are mixed into a single average color (#~; r[ = r~ ). 
:[:The Fedorov group Go has an infinite number of elements, but, under some macroscopic cyclic onditions imposed on 
the crystal, that number will be great but finite. 
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Remark  2 
Complete correspondence b tween color symmetry groups and IR's of the Fedorov groups can 
be established on the basis of an analysis of the so-called complete condensate of stationary vectors 
(order parameters) introduced in Ref. [14]. 
Remark  3 
On the set of different domains of the low-symmetry phase with the Fedorov Go-symmetry there 
are acting certain groups of the P-symmetry (macroscopic level). When, however, the structure of 
one domain of such a Go-phase is to be described (microscopic level), the Wp-symmetry groups 
have to be made use of. (Essential difference between these types of symmetry consists in this: in 
the case of the P-symmetry, only one own color permutation is assigned to each element of the 
G-group, whereas the Wfsymmetry several such permutations depending on which point of the 
space is subjected to the action of this element of symmetry.) As regards the coloring of the general 
orbit of the Fedorov group G, the difference between the P- and the Wfsymmetry arises in 
consequence of the decomposition of the G-group into left and right cosets of Go, respectively. 
Coloring of the special orbits of the G-group gives rise to the Wfsymmetry groups with, in general, 
nonrectangular Young diagrams. 
Remark  4 
Let us designate now the space group • = TG by the symbols of its translation T and point G 
groups (or groups G ~) on mod T [7]). The junior groups ~wp are selected from the wreath product 
of the permutation PN and space group • 
aPWp c p~:.ep = (p~ x P~ x . . .  x p~) : .ep ,  epWp,.-,ap, PN ~ SN, (18) 
not in a single manner because of different selection of the positional operators 
( . . .  P i (~k) . .  • ]qb,) ~ ¢D~vp [8-6, 29, 38]. The expression i  round brackets is the direct product of N 
isomorphous copies of the group P labelled by the elements of qbk ~ tD, the boundary conditions 
being introduced in tD. One can simplify the construction (18) taking into account he natural 
homomorphism of cD onto the quotient group ep/T = {Tg~, Tg2 . . . . .  Tgs}, 
fl::p--+ap/T:Tg, v--,fl(Tg,) =p, ,  Tg, e~/T  ¢--~ = Tgl + . . .+  Tg,, f l (Tg,)  = TgiTgk 
Then instead of the law of multiplication corresponding to equation (18), 
<. . .  p,(C~k) . . . I d p, ) < . . .  Py(¢k) " " " l d P j )  = ( . . .  p,(d~k)Pj(¢,Ok) . . . ] dp,dpj ), (20) 
one receives the simplified law by substituting qb/=~ Tgk in equation (20). The analogous 
simplification can be received using the decomposition 
cD = tDoqb ~ +~oqb2 +. .  • + Ooqb,=~-tD w, ~ (pooot x .. • x P®oo,)AcI), ~wp...,cD. (21) 
Now the multiplication law of the group (21) will be 
(. . .p,(CPOOPk)...]qb;) (.-.pj(*DOPk)...Iqbj) = (...P,(CPOC~k)Pj(OP,*Ot~Pk)... I ¢,~Pj) (22) 
and the generalized permutational homomorphism becomes a positional one 
fl'f~"~Pff~°tPk:t~Of~kl"'~fl(t~D~k) ~" ~Of~kf~Of~ i =P( f~k) ,  i = 1,2 . . . . .  s. (23) 
Equations (21)-(23) allow one to develop the rational symbolics and the classification of the junior 
space colored group of ~'p  ,--~. The colour subgroup Owp, = ~,p ~.~,~ connected with the IR's 
of O-groups reveal the internal subgroup structure of ~Wp groups useful in the investigations of 
the structure phase transitions. (See Section 6.) 
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